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SGA President: What we do, we do well

-

By ANN RICHARDSON '
''
While such issues as cable television and birth
control remained in limbo over the summer, this
year's Student Government Association plans to deal
with virtually everything that academically and
socially affects students, according to SGA President
Lynn Tipton.
■. v
Tipton discassed the goals and objectives of this
year's SGA, explaining that first on the agenda will
be the SGA Booksale "The top goal right now is to
make the booksale successful." Tipton said, adding
that "What we do, we do well" is a motto that will
apply to each succeeding project.
Concerning the relationship between this year's
Senate and Executive Council, Tipton plans "an open
door policy" to alleviate any conflicts or tension
between the two bodies. Following senate elections on
Sept. 15, a series of workshops will be provided for the

■

Tipton plans academic,
social programs
senators to familiarize them with the SGA's functions
and procedures.
, Tipton said a major problem between the
Executive council and Senate last year was in bill
proposals, and suggested that having the Senate act
more legislatively (and the Executive Council more
administratively) would solve the problem.
Tipton feels that the SGA should be brought to the
students by holding meetings closer to students. She
will propose that senate meetings be held in dormitory basements to provide a relaxed setting in
which students will feel free to offer more bills and
suggestions.

The controversy whether to provide birth control
services through the Health Center has not yet been
resolved. But Tipton predicts that by next semester
the administraiton will be much closer to a solution.
it's not a moral issue, it's a logical one," she said.
Tipton suggested that before the problem can be
resolved, another survey would have to be taken.
"We need to know the females' view about birth
control." Tipton said, adding that "Once we have this
information, it is a lot easier for us to make a
request."
•
Concerning cable television for students. Tipton
explained that last semester further research had
been -'halted when it was found prices were
unreasonably high and that the sutdents would have
to incur much of the cost "The SGA doesn't feel it is
See Upton, page 8
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Physical exam option
offered this year

ptioio by Yo Natayi

WORKMEN PUT TILES on a Duke Fine Arts
Center ceiling after asbestos material had
been removed from it. Asbestos material also

was removed from parts of Gibbons Dining
Hall. Garber Hall. Godwin Hall and Harrison
Hall.
/

Summer workers removed
asbestos from
By JILL HOWARD
'
Asbestos ceiling materials have now been
removed from "the most hazardous" James
Madison University's buildings, according to
George Mar cum. physical plant supervisor
here.
Ceiling materials have been replaced in
Gibbons Dining Hall, the dating center in
Garber Hall, the pool area and two corridors of
Godwin Hall and the gallery and hall areas of
the Duke Fine Arts Center. Two classrooms in
Harrison Hall also had ceiling materials
replaced.
»."
No JMU buildings were found to have
asbestos levels higher than the maximum
allowable levels established by the Environmental Protection Agency. Marcum
noted

Asbestos materials were found in 14 campus
buildings, but no further work will be done in
,theremaining nine structures until more funds
are allocated by the state legislature.
THE STATE has already paid for $293,000
worth of repairs, but the total cost may be as
high as $669,000. The university will request
additional funds from the General Assembly
when it reconvenes in January 1982.
The state finances the repair of most of the
educational building^, while auxiliary funds
from JMU's own accounts pay for work in
other areas, such as dormitories. Marcum
noted.
If funds become available, repair work may
resume during winter vacation when there are
no students on campus and the work is more
easily completed. Marcum saM/AVAvA*

BY TERRI JONES
The Optimal Health Inventory, a 110 questionnaire designed to
help students "assess their current level of wellness" is being
offered this year as a substitute for an otherwise mandatory
third-year physical examination.
Health center personnel are trying the questionnaire on an
experimental basis. Since a first-year physical examination is
generally sufficient for university records. Health Center officials
said they are willing to compromise for the students sake. They
admit, however, that they would prefer a physical examination.
Former Student Government Association President Chuck
Cunningham recommended to the administration last year that
the mandatory physical policy be repealed because of its high
cost to students.
According to Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students at JMU, the
questionnaire modeled after a program at the University of
Wisconsin, and by student affairs administrators to the SGA as a
compromise plan. SGA President Lynn Tipton accepted the plan
because it offered students a less expensive alternative while still
allowing the Health Center to have updated student health
records. The inventory, consisting of several hundred questions
in such areas as "Emotional Awareness and Acceptance,"
"Physical Exercise" and "Physical-Vehicle Safety," was
researched thoroughly this summer by health center and student ,
affairs personnel, Daniel explained.
UPON RETURNING to JMU 2,300 students recieved notice of
the inventory, said Daniel. Students will receive an opportunity to
participate in October when the questionnaire is explained and
administered.
Students will then receive a print-out on how healthy they are as
compared to their peers, Daniel said. The Health Center will
retain a copy of the questionnaire.
y" *
Daniel explained that at this age "students are beginning to set
patterns as far as health." The program gives the student increased awsareness of his own health and of potential health
problems.
/
If a campus health problem is detected through the questionnaire, the administration will offer programs on campus to help
remedy that problem. Daniel said.
, For example, a diet craze on campus, Tipton 'said can be
detected before itdevelops intocases of anorexia nervousa.
Daniel noted that the inventory may be offered, as an alternative to the manatory first-year physical in the future.
He stresses that students in certain academic or extracurriculaprograms, such as nursing or varsity sports, are
required to have a physical examination every two years. This
new option will not pre-empt this requirement.

™2£-

This is8ue„.
Harrisonburg has many entertaining nightspots. See a
guide to local pubs, restaurants and theaters hi Inside,
P»ge 1*
..Football recruits are evaluated In the first of three
Football Preview sections. See. Sports, page 22.
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Bid for Convocation Center
interior to be awarded soon
•

■

■

Finest &
Freshest Food

By JILL HOWARD
Construction bids for the
completion of the new Convocation Center's interior
currently are being reviewed
by James Madison University, according to university
spokesman Fred Hilton. The
center is being constructed
across Interstate 81.
The bids will be awarded
within the next week. Hilton
said.
Three companies submitted
bids on Aug. 26. with Nielsen
Construction
Co.
of
Harrisonburg submitting the
lowest base bid of $3,057,016.
But on bids covering basic
work plus six alternate work
plans. Branch & Associates of
Roanoke had the lowest bid of
$3,795,000.
BASIC WORK includes
seating, concession stands,
locker rooms, offices and a
one-eighth mile indoor track.
This is "the work required to
make
(the
Convocation
Center) usable." Hilton said.
Alternate work would be
that equipment which is
desirable but not essential for
the center to begin operating.
The
center's
exterior
recently was completed by the
Creative Construction Co. of
Roanoke at a cost of over $2
million.
The facility will be used for
intercollegiate sports such as
basketball, and also will house
other activities which require

In Town

. GET LOOSE
WITH THE MOOSE

v.

ON THURSDAY
9:00 Till Closing

4
• ..

68-70 E. Water Street
433-9146
SOLITARY WORKER helps complete the exterior of the new
Convocation Center located across Interstate-81. Bids on work on
the interior will be awarded next week. ,

a large seating capacity.
The center will seat over
7,000 people. Godwin Hall
presently seats about 5.000.
Godwin will be used primarily
for intramural sports and
smaller recreational activities once the new center is
completed.
The Convocation Center is
scheduled for completion in
the fall of 1982. according to
Hilton

'

"Open Stage Every Sunday 9 o'clock

;?

Welcome Back!

- ■

^3fe."

BREAKFAST
HOURS

Carlton St.-Hirrisonburg

6:30-11 a.m. Daily
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Student loses life

•

-?>
■
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By JEFF GAMMAGE
A
James
Madison
University student died July
20 in the University of
Maryland's Shock Trauma
Center following injuries
sustained in a July 12
automobile accident.
Edward Kunec. a senior,
was a passenger in a car that
was involved in a minor
collision
near
the
Merriweather Post Pavillion
in" Columbia. Md. He was
struck by a third vehicle while
standing behind the car in
which he had been riding.
Charges
of
speeding.

reckless driving and driving
while intoxicated were filed
against the driver of the car
that struck Kunec. according
to Maryland State Police.
Kunec. 20. majored in
mathematics at JMU. and
planned a career in the field of
computers. He participated in
intramural sports, was a Big
Brother and was active in the
Catholic Campus Ministry.
He is survived by his
parents. Edward and Marie
Kunec: three sisters. Alice.
Joan and Nancy Kunec. and a
brother. David, all "of Falls
Church. Va.

The Place Tlul Has The Best FisH In Ton tow Has Tin Best Breakfast
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Library construction proceeds,
additioncompleted by Spring

■

■

'

.

By THERESA LINT
Bulldozers, cranes , and
construction workers will
continue to be seen building
the final stages of the Madison
Memorial Library addition
until December, when phase I
of the library project will be
completed, according to I)r
Mary Haban, dean of libraries
and learning resources.
Once the $6 million addition
is fully completed (including
the installation of furniture
and shelves) sometime in
spring, renovation of the

■

'

-

■

■

r

■
■

existing library-phase II of
the project-will begin, Haban
said.
Bids for refurbishing the
main library will be opened
after the addition is completed. Haban added.
Alterations on the ground
floor of the present library
will include changing the'
existing reserve room into a
study area where students will
be allowed to eat and smoke.
The study area will be
equipped
with
vending
machines and the three

One Week Only

■

*
• ..

hefting
Special
with purchase of
24k gold-plated
surgical steel studs
We make it easy for
you to enjoy the fashion
look you've always wanted . . . painlessly and
inexpensively Our totally new method is quick,
completely, safe and sterile, without discomfort.
Our trained technician available at all times.
No appointment necessary. And one low price
pays for everything.
if under 18. bring
written parental consent.

By JEFF GAMMAGE
A
James
Madison
University student reported
May 9 that she was raped' by
an unknown assailant near the
construction area of the new
stadium addition, according
to university spokesman Fred
Hilton, apd Alan MacNutt,
director of campus security.

l»yr on

UH >Our

***J/»>^-'

1 »»US

Check ' em Out!
'

New Lp's by:

•

The Grateful Dead
The Rolling Stones
The Pretenders
Dan Fogelberg

178 South Main Street

MkOOaH
10:00

y

The attack took place
around 3 a.m., only hours
before 1981 commencement
exercises. MacNutt said. The
. victim was not a member of
the graduating class, Hilton
noted.
The victim described her
attacker as a white male, 6foot-0, with unkempt sandy
hair covering his ears. The
assailant wore dark clothing
and was "not skinny," according to the victim, MacNutt said.
The victim did not look her
attacker in the face, so she
had difficulty in giving police
a visual description. MacNutt
added.
No arrests have been made
in the case. MacNutt said,
adding that the victim was

treated
at
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital
and
released.
MacNutt said he had "no
idea" whether the attacker
was the same person involved
in five previous assaults on
JMU coeds.
There have been no further
attacks since the May 9 incident. MacNutt said, adding
that "just because we may
have a lull, it's no reason why
people
shouldn't
take
precautions.
"Because people associate
with other people from the
campus does not mean that
something can't happen,"
MacNutt xnoted. "It is important for women to take
precautions at all times."

7
$50
school
year

($20 security
deposit refundable)

Student Special
- Same price as last year
-6.O0PM
Rt. 33E 433-0311

9:00

Within Walking Distance
STWISW.*.!

1_—;

<*.

AYLOR RENTAL

Meat Loaf
Mon. - Tati. - Wed. - Sat
Thurt. -Fri.

WORKERS CONTINUE to construct the new addition of the
Madison Memorial Library, scheduled for completion in Spring.

Rape reported here last May

*I IIMH

n,.|»Q

classroooms inside the library
will be converted to house
stacks. Ground floor offices
and seating will become a
study area for graduate
students, Haban said.
The main floor of the library
will contain study areas for
small groups of students, and
will also house rooms for
library instruction sessions,
Haban
noted.
Technical
services will be relocated in
the current reference room
which will then be closed as an
open area for students. A new
reference room will be located
in the addition.
The addition, which will
cover 67,000 square feet, will
increase the total size of the
library to 117,000 square feet,
Haban said.
The number of bound
volumes will increase to
500,000 with the addition. The
library currently holds 300,000
volumes, although it was only
designed to" hold 175,000.
Thelibrary has room for all
its books during the academic
year, when many volumes are
checked out, but after
graduation and
between
summer sessions all the
volumes are returned, and
staff members must pile the
extra books on the floor.
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Reagan cutbacks
to affect students

-

\

By TKRKI JONES
Virginia college students
needing federal financial
assistance will feel the effects
of
President
Reagan's
educational
budget t cutspossiblv bv October.
According to State Council
of Higher Education Director
Gordon Davies. federal aid to
Virginia students will decline
from $217 million last year to
$140 million within the next
two vears.
The Daily News Record
reported that in' the same
period, state financial aid is
onlv projected to rise from $9
million to$24 million, bridging
little of the financial gap
Guaranteed Student Loans
will also become more difficult for students to receive.
'According to the Washington
Post, the U.S. House of
Representitives
a'nd
the
Senate achieved a compromise,
enacting
new
restrictions on eligibility for
Guaranteed Student Loan>
onlv
families whose adjusted income does not exceed
i$3n.nnu per year will be
eligible for loans of up to
$2,500. Families whose income
exceeds $30,000 also will be
eligible for some financial aid.
based on need.
l\S. News and World
Report said that under the
new guidelines students will
be required to pay a 5 percent
processing fee on their loans.

which is presently absorbed
by the' federal government
The interest rate on student
loans will also climb from 9
percent to 14 percent. These
new restrictions on GSLs are
estimated to save the federal
government $479 million in
comparison to the$7r>o million
sough' bv Hf.tcnn
On the slate level. Davies
noted that the SI 10 million
GSL program will drop to $75
million by 1982-83. The
program
is
presently
providing assistance to 40.000
Virginia students next.year.
Of families eligible for
Social Assistance. Virginia
students will lose $40-60
million
in
educational
assistance due to Reagan"s
cuts. Davies said
The
Washington
Post
reported that in addition, to
slashed Jederal financial
assistance, colleges across the
country'will boost their costs
by 13-14 percent this year.
Resident ..student costs in
private colleges are expected
to climb 13 percent: whereas
in public colleges, these costs
will rise 14 percent. Private
college tuition and fees will
increase by 13 percent and in
public colleges, tuition and
fees will jump 16 percent.
JMU financial aid officials
, were unavailable ior interviews during registration.
A story on financial aid will
appear in a later issue

M£(22>il (SHAM IN) .
TOtUQi ■
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mwwn m
2 credit hours
' MSCI 110 0900-950 section 001 MW Maury C2
12001250 section 002 MW Maury G2
MISC 110 EXAMINES THE AMERICAN
EXPERIENCE IN WAR TOPICS RANGE FROM
VIETNAM BACK TO THE TECHNIQUES OF
WARFARE SINCE 1400 RC CONCEPTS OF BASIC
POLITICAL STRUCTURES THE CURRENT
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT NATIONAL
IDEOLOGIES MILITARY AND ECONOMIC POWER
OF SELECTED NATIONS ARE DISCUSSED WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE
IMPLICATIONS FOR UNITED STATES NATIONAL
SECURITY AN ATMOSPHERE OF OPEN
PARTICIPATION AND DISCUSSION IS
ENCOURAGED
STOP BY MAURY G14 FOR CLASS CARDS
■ FOR INFORMATION CALL 433-6335
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midnight sessions when
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Rent for Less

contact
University Marketing Service
Main Street Stop-In
Friday Sept. 4 3-7pm
Saturday Sept 5 l-4pm
I

$ 40/year
$ 10/deposit
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CAMPUS SECURITY was one of ten JMU offices relocated this
semester. Total cost of renovations and alterations necessary for
the moves was $95,000.

Lack of office space
causes relocations
By JEFF GAMMAGE
Primarily due to a lack of
available space. 10 James
Madison University offices
were relocated over the
summer, according to Dr.
.. hn Mundy, vice president
for .'dministrative affairs.
Total cost for the alterations
and renovations needed to
relocate the offices was about
$95,000. according to George
Marcum. director of physical
plant services.

HARRISONBURG, VA.
24 hour stereo rock
Get your vehicle really clean with the
|
SUPER BUBBLE BRUSH AT Hilltop Car Wash
Lots of hot water pressure and soap
Vacuum cleaners soap pad drink and change machines
Try It - You will Like it
i
I
Directly
behind
East
Market
Street
Exxon
Station
I
I
^
l
at
corner
of
Wolfe
and
Furnace
Sts.
Nv
I
%x
I
Where
Happiness
is
a
Clean
Machine'"
i
L.

The relocation of computer
services to the general services building "was an expensive project." according to
Dr.
William
Jackameit.
director
of
institutional
research and budget at JMU.
Renovating
the
general
services building cost about
$50,000. Marcum said.
The structure required
"extensive
modifications."
such as air conditioning and

special floors to house the
computers. Mundy noted. The
building formerly housed
campus security and a
campus laundry service.

Campus security's move to
the former computer center
offices ' necessitated
the
construction of several new
.offices and a small parking lot
at a cost of between $18,000
and $20,000. according to
Marcum.
The other relocations inv'ved minor expenses such
as painting and rug cleaning.
Jackameit noted.
The other changes were: .
The office of financial aid
from Varner Hall moved to
Hoffman Hall.
The
physical
plant
headquarters and general
services in Wilson Hall moved
to Wellington Hall.

SUPPORT THE DUKES!!!!

The business affairs staff
has moved from Wilson 113 to
Wilson SB1 and SB5.
The student services personnel in Hoffman Hall are
now in Wayland Hall.
The
Nursing
program
faculty has moved to Wilson
302.

Graduate school and the
Valley of Virginia Consortium
has been relocated to Wilson
113.

Place a GO FOR THE GOLD bumper sticker on your vehicle
(available at all area banks and WHBG US 11 South) be eligible for,pairs
of tickets to JMU home football games,bonus cash awards of $50tand the
Grand Prize - $500 Worth Of Free Travel !!!

Fall
semester classes
scheduled for Wilson 302 have,
been moved to Logan Hall 7 or
to
other
classrooms.

FOR FULL DETAILS
LISTEN TO WHBG 1360

LOFTS

KIND OF STATION
"¥"\
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14 E Water
one block off Main Street

r

(VJDC939C GB0UJ£9(X9)
433-8243

Athletic Attic
Welcomes
.; Students!
WELCOME BACK JMU
Get Aquainted Special this Weekend
Chopped Sirloin with Large Baked Potato
or french Fries Texas Toast 2.69 with ID
10% off all Steak or Salad Thru 10th of Sept.
UNLIMITED SALAD BAR
433-8680
1580 S Main St.

JMU Hats
reg. $635... NOW $4.00
BasebaU shirts
$6.50
$5.00
Speedo Swim Suits 1/2 off
10% markdown
Addidas
Tennis
Wear
Wear

WELCOME BACK TO JMU
Lovt u a Hair Affair
HabStyting for Guy* A Gait

BaarJk A MmitachTrimmad

Welcome to Harrisonburg
make yourself at home

V1

rl*

Try any of oar axpariancad Hair StyHatu
Sat Htm ■ Am* Warn* ■ Pm*t Dam ■
Starr, Taama.. Sat Lam '■ Camtm SUHkm ■ RMHI Mfmm

PHOTOGRAPHY
is our business

GitchelTs
camera shop & studio
in downtown Harrisonburg

20% Student Discount
on all Merchandise
PHOTOFNSHING
that's FAST
79 E. Market St.

434-5314 1

Wicke» baskets and furniture 188 to 109.88
Reg. $4 to $125. Selection includes baskets^hests^chairs,
and bathroom accessories.
Bed pillows 6.88 Reg. $7 to $16.
Choose from soft, medium, and firm in standard queen
and king sizes.
Independence bath ensemble 1.88 to 5.88
Reg. $2.25 to $7.50.
Solid color terry towels!
in 12 fashion colors.
100% cotton.
Area rugs 89.88 Reg. $110.'
The perfect rug for dorm^
rooms and apartments
In a wide variety of
colors.
Shop Leggett-Valley Mall
Mon-Sat 10am-9pm ^^^- -VV,
use your Leggett,Visa,Mastercard.

s
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Announcements

A&p
Bud

12oz cans

Men's Tennis

1.85

Old Mil 12oz cans

1.69

Pepsi 8 16oz 1.09 + deposit

't

*

Jane Parker Hamburger
or Hot Dog Rolls 2pkg .89
Del Monte Catsup
2 14oz

1.00

Anne Page Tonpato Soup
10 oz cans 1.19
Sunshine Krispy
Crackers Saltines

Anne Page
®^
Potato Chips 8 oz .69
Ched-O-Bit
Cheese Slices 8 oz .99

'I

Yoplait Yogurt
^(asspijfidil.ayargl 6^_ ^ ±.-,^
Tony's Cheese or Pepperoni
Pizzas 13 oz 1.79
Red Delicious
Apples 31b bag .98
White Seedless Grapes .991b
Celery

Intercollegiate Men's tennis
will hold an organizational
meeting Sept. 4 at 1:30 p.m. in
the Purple and Gold room in
Godwin Hall.

WMRA FM 91 will broadcast three nights of live
concert performances from
th«,l98i Chicago Jazz Festival
on Sept.4-6 from 7-midhight.

Welcome Coupons

WISP Basketball

The
Welcome
Wagon
reminds
freshmen
and
transfer students to redeem
their complimentary Campus
Welcome Coupons. .

There
will
be
an
organizational meeting for
those interested in trying out
for the JMU Women's
Basketball team on Sepf. 7 at 4
p.m. in Godwin 338. Tryouts
will be Sept. 8-11. 3-5 p.m. in
Godwin gym.

Play Auditions
Auditions for The Servant of
Two Masters, the first JMU
Theatre mainstage production
of the 1981-82 season, yWH be
held Sept. 7-8 at 7 p.m. in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
Acrobats and comics are
encouraged to audition.
Improvisational techniques
will be used during the
rehearsal period.

Free Concert

1- lb .69

.58 a stalk

WMRA

Fellowship of Christian
Athletes will sponsor StadiumFest '81 at Madison Stadium
Sept. 6 at 3 p.m. Music will be
provided by Isaac, a group
from Virginia Beach. Guest
.spe^er is Kenny Houston,
former Washington Redskin.
Everyone is welcome.

Accounting Majors
Two workshops "Getting
Your Act Together":
placement files, and oncampus interviews, will be
held Sept. 8. 1:45-2:45 p.m.
and "Resume Writing" will be
held Sept. 9. 2-3 p.m. Sign up
in Career Planning and
Placement, Alumnae 208,

Grant Assistants
The
Virginia
Child
Protection Newsletter is
seeking applicants to assist in
publishing the newsletter.
Four students are chosen each
semester to help in researching and writing articles.
Three credits of independent
study are available.
Applications are available from
the Center for Child Abuse
Education in Johnston 220,
Gary Smith (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work),
William Nelson (Political
Science). Joann Grayson
(Psychology)
or
Alan
Neckowitz (Comm. Arts).

Managers
A meeting for anyone interested in being a manager
for the men's
varsity
basketball
team
should
contact the basketball office
in Godwin 213. or call 6462.
Applicants preferably should
be freshmen or sophomores.

JMU Theatre
Deadline
Auditions for The Passion of
Dracula will be held Sept. 1415.7-9 p.m. Auditions on Sept.
14 will be in meeting Room D
in WCC and on Sept. 15 in
Room C in WCC. The performance dates are Oct. 21-24,
For more information call 4346101.

All announcements should be typed
double spaced and brought to The
Breeze announcement box in the
basement of Wine Price. Please specify
in what issue dates the announcement
should run
The deadline for announcements in the Thursday issue is 5
p m Monday and for the Monday issue
is 5 p.m. Friday. Announcements will
not be accepted by phone.

iriMiss*.QET & mi

iM^a
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y

WMBW WNI <3(£U QMN)

mmi
mm
The Art of Military Leadership
L
MSCI 220 2 crdt. hrs.
section one10:00 -10:50 Maury G2
Tuesday and Thursday

Oscar Mayer F.ranks

1.291b

Gwaltney
^MW*
Chicken Dogs P91b
Jamestown Bacon 1.391b

Examine the psychological physiological
sociological factors which affect
leadership of small and large groups.

[

All textbooks and equipment will be provided.
Find out about Army ROTC
There is no military obligation involved.

Cube Round Steaks 2.991b
Frozen Cornish Hens .991b
■ »»•»*«*« • w* * %-«••»% * •

v **.*»•• ■■

» ■■—i■ miafr
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* Tipton
■ Continued from page 1 >

A<>

fair to
burden students with a cost,"
Tipton noted.
Although she does not an-,
ticipate installation of cable
television anytime this year.
Tipton suggests that cable for
radio could provide a
reasonable alternative. .

Presents For September
Every Tuesdays Happy hour ! 8pm-2am
Every Wednesdays Ladies Nite

Another goal of the SGA is to
help Student Government
Associations at other schools
through the Virginia Student
Association, an organization
concerned with uniting the
governing bodies of different
universities
in
Virginia.
Tipton said.
Tipton hopes to promote
more involvement between
the Senate and students at
large. With the support of the
administration and the enthusiasm of the students, she
feels that the SGA can successfully achieve its goals.

BOV
self-study
report
By JILL HOWARD
The
James
Madison
University Board of Visitors
was given a summary of an
extensive self-study report on
all aspects of university
operations Saturday. The
board will make suggestions
and comment on the report at
their Oct. 2 meeting.
The full 650-page report will
later go to the Southern
Association of Colleges who
will decide whetherbe re-accredited.
Accreditation, determined
by a college or university's
regional agency every 10
years, is necessary for a
school to receive various
grants and financial aid from
state and federal governments.
Dr. H. Kent Moore, cochairman of the self-study
committee.
and
JMU
President Ronald Carrier said
the self-study showed no
major problems here and
JMU should have no problem
being re-accredited. "We
have a good institution,"
Moore said.
A committee from SACS
will conduct an on-site inspection of the university
March 28-31. 1982. Their findings and the self-study report
will be used by SACS to make
the
final
accreditation
decision, to be announced in
December 1982.
Later at the meeting, the
board voted to grant faculty
emeritus status to Dr. Elmer
Smith., an anthropology and
sociology professor
who
recently retired after 24 years
here.
Future topics of discussion
by the board include possible
solutions to the overcrowding
problem in the school of
Business and plans for
Financing the remainder of the
new Convocation Center and
additional Greek housing.

Ladies Admitted Free
Every Thursdays Happy Hour ! 9-11

to
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THE HIGH COST OF A
COLLEGE EDUCATION
JUST WENT DOWN
A FEW DEGREES.
ANNOUNCING THREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
If you're like many college students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your
head. Not whenyou join the
Army National Guard.
Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Program; the Educational

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You could join the
Guard right now.
You see, the Army National Guard is part-time. After
your initial training, it takes
just two days a month and two
weeks of annual training a
year to serve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you'll have extra cash for
books, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.
Or course, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something good
for your country, as well as for
people right in your own com-

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your lifeand more control over your
financial future.
If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your financial aid officer, contact
your local Army National
Guard recruiter, or use the tollfree number below for complete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot of other *
ways, too. But huny! These
special programs tor college
students are available for a
limited time only.

The Guard is
America at its best.

* ..

ARMY

NATIONAL
GUARD
Call toll free: 800-638-7600.
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438;
Maryland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directory.
Program terms, payment amounts and eligibility requirement! subject lo change. AU programs not available in all stales.

'
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YOU
TO KNOW
ABOUT SHOES

CHARLES SMITH SHOES
Valley Mall
Harriaonburg's Youngest Shoe Center

Check Our Prices
Far You Girls
A

Dexter .
9 West

For You Guys
Dexter
Converse

Olaf
Frye

Topsider

Topsiders

Freeman

Trotters

Brooks

Nurse Mates

Rockport

Baretraps
Kis

Frye
Texas

Portsider

Wright
N.

**XW*jrwjrm■"jysSSSSSTKTSyrrTTTSffTSSSTRBW

;f ■ ■
■
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The

JMU

Royal Dukes
Band

ARRIVING A WEEK early,
the James Madison University Royal Dukes Marching
Band members have been
practicing for their first home
game on Sept. 19.From left to
right, band members practice
their routine on the practice
field next to Godwin Hall.
Several members relax a few
minutes before they continue.

WemerS ; Party Pack*&e Store 434-6895 915 South High Street
=v WELCOME BACK"
*
Old Milwankee 1.79
Strohs Party Pac 12-12 (free ice lOlbs) 3.99
Busch Premium 6pk 1.79
Mickey Malt Liquor 1.69
Tuborg
6 Gold 1.69
FREE ICE KEG ROOM SPECIALS FREE ICE
TUBORG GOLD 15 GAL (FREE ICE 30 LBS) 23.00
OLD MILWANKEE 15GAL (FREE ICE 30LBS) 24.95
BUSCH PREM 15GAL (FREE ICE 30
29 95
OLD MILWANKEE 7 1-2 GAL (FREE ICE) 15.95
- UDWEISER 7 1-2 GAL (FREE ICE) 21.00
FREE ICE-.ON KEQ SPECIALS- FREE ICE LONGNECK BAR B OTTLES FREE ICE
National b oe case 24 (free ice) 4.99
Old Milwankee case 24 (free ice) 6.99

•

20 LB ICE
v
v 1.69
Pepsi Cola 12 oz cans 6pk 1.69 *
Hot Dogs All meat 1 pk 159
Ice cream 1-2 gal all flovor s 1.79
Pretzels thin & old fashion 1.29

/

JTMJ

«
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v..
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Forbidden Fruit
Intimate Apparel
Welcomes All Students
To visit with us

Tmu
hT*.

THESENTS

Se

carrying lines like
Lily of France Lady Marlenes
Glydon Penehurst Jenelle of Calif.
and more.
Hosery-Booties
51 Court Sq. Village
:
433-8777 Downtown
. .
Harnsonburg

save 3.01

reg. 15.00, 16.00. 18.00 NOW 1199, 1299. 1499

sweater weather
is on the way

save 6.01
reg. 26.00

Pullover crew and v-neck sweaters at special prewinter prices. YouH find wool, wool blend and
acrylic styles in basic favorite and fashion
shades, S.M.L. You'll want at least two to
wear with skirts, slacks and jeans all
winter long.

19.99

Levi's® Womenswear
junior corduroy 's
Everybody's favorite, comfortable
corduroy, in California Straight or
Super Straight jeans with the famous
Levi's fit. Five pocket western styling of
cotton/polyester in blue, green, yellow,
plum and tan. Sizes 3 to IS.

if:

reg. 14.00 ll,""

junior oxford cloth shirt
gets monogrammed free
Letter perfect. Present Company's oxford cloth
shirt to wear under suits, sweaters, with skirts
or slacks. In white, tan, blue, pink or yellow
cotton/poly button down collar style,
. _J
monogrammed free with purchase.
Sizes 3 to 13.

■
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Heres

Hours:
9-5 Sat
9-30-5:30 Monday

mmmn

Aces

Big

Here is three reasons to buy your stereo
SATURDAY — MONDAY
& musical instruments from us.
Harrisonburg's Most Complete Instrument & Stereo Store!
Ace Music 'n Electronics is a
family business-begun in the
basement in 1974 that has
grown to become Harrisonburg's most complete musical
instrument and stereo store.

Our brands: ,
JVC
MICRO-ACOUSTICS

We think you deserve
the best.

IJJfAHA

We sell only name-brand
instruments and equipment, all with excellent
warranties. And we have
Hin-house service and
loaner guarantees!

Save M.88 on this supeb
JVC component system
R1x Receiver
'25 watts per channel RMS
'0.03% total harmonic
distortion

We Sell the best value
for the money.
u don't always get
"if*eu~pav for, so we
make sure obf products
are always theyinest in .
their respective price
classes.

L-A21 turntable
•Auto return beltdrive
•0.08% wow/flutter
•Straight lone arm .

SK-400 speakers

what

We'll sell:
youneec

/
.in* ■' /

We're full-service, and
that means indepth consultation with our
customers to make sure
they get what they want.

AII sop 3

•2-way bass reflex
•8" free-edge woofer
50 watts power handling

|||l>

flQPIONEER*
CAR
STEREO

MAX£LL

GUILD

BASF
DAOr
PIONEER
MUSIC MAN TDK
SUNN
AMPE£
KUSTOM
REMO
KOSS
AUDIO-TECHNICA
JENSEN
KRIKET

This is a very fine, reasonably - priced stereo system
we ye put together to save you money while delivering
beautiful, dependable distortion -free performances
Super quality from JVC!
Ref. retail
Ace sale price
$587.00
-

*-

——

— — fj

——

——

—■ — - V

■

v«

M4VIIV J

•• UIK,

VJ

53 9900

cassette
deck cleaner

°3

Get the dirt
before it gets
you!

75

Reg. $7.95

The
Whoopie
Horn!

Audiocontrol
stereo equalizer
■>

With this little gem you can compensate for all the nasty things
your listening room is doing to'
the sound of your stereo system!
•10 bands per channel
•subsonic filter (Speaker protection!)
•Tape loop
Ace Price
Reg. 179.00

COUPON
KP 2500 Receiver
P16L Speakers

maxeH
UDXLIIC90
Hi bias & Equalization
This is Maxell's super
high fidelity tape - with
this coupon it's yours for
Only

S3 28

Reg. 4.80
List 7.25

Limit 2 per person!

COUPON

Ace system
Sale price

138

I00

Reg. $95.00

s

138°

Here's Ace's super economically
priced AM-FM cassette stereo
with locking FF & Reverse, auto
replay & stereo/mono switch!
Speakers are6'/j", 50-10.000 Hz

s

Put it in
_
your car and |
it plays 64
songs at the
touch of a
button!

00

1

\

<Js

master charge j

Financing Available!

__

N e ;,

3 *

434-4722
VISA

26 Pleasant Hill Road

YAMAHA
p

FG33i s!rr
The perfect steel
string beginner*s
instrument!
Reg. 225.00

sny0

*-.—'.

MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONICS

I-

PlKe
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^

A

AJLL^
HUCUTTEK

Bike: iwt«!fe>*

& Mopeds lor the
Student...

m>« $• mm OT& ,

(10% OFF does
not apply to
mopadtl) ./>:

PUCHandAUSTRO-DAIMLER
bikes, mopeds, and accessories!
For basic transportation around
% campus or full scale 10-speed
.
racing and touring, we've got'em!
service, parts, accessories,
trade-ins along with FREE PUCH
assembly, and FREE one
year service makes
^^.^ACK ALLEY
<=cfctf°
vw biker's
leadquarters!
434 • 9484

* «

LOOK FOR MONEY
SAVING COUPONS
AT STUDENT UNION

f*

Fri

SunThurs
10:00am

&

Sat
10:00am
to

ii oo°Pm HAMBURGERSI200am|
ALL YOU CAN EAT
GARDEN FRESH SALAD
ONLY $1.79

40 S. Liberty St. Harrisonburg

UPB EVENTS
The University Program Board
* Presents
/

Mini-Courses
•

Blackfoot
Def Leppard
JoHriny Van Zant

spaces are still
available for the first
8 week session
v

September 20

.

stop by UPB office and
sign up

8:00 pm Godwin Hall
$7.00 w-ID
$8.00 guest and at door

Registration for second 8
Tickets Now on Sale UPB
OFFICE Mon-Fri 11-4
X

"•.

weeks will begin Sept. 14

Got a NEWS TIP?

Call the News Desk at 6127

Mon-Fri
lOam-Mid
Sat 11-Mid
Sun 12-Mid

WADES
L£^LBILLIARDSJ

10% Disc, on Pool sticks & Acc.es.
scheduled tournments
Guys and Dolls welcome anytime
Brand new Brunswick regulation tables
Pintail & Video
71 E Market St. across fromBody Shop
434-0350

I

Women risk getting certain kinds of
cancer. That's why you should talk with your
I doctor about how you can protect yourseli
Doing monthly breast self-examination}
and getting regular cancer checkups are
good ways to stay healthy. And if youVe got
your health. youVe got it all!

HAIRSTYLING
J

54 S. MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG

(Downtown near theatre )
Complete Profetiional Hairityling
For Men and Women

coloring
frosting
waxing
manicuring facials

Everything for
adventure Outdoor!

Land

Elaine Shenk & Cheryl Senger

RENTALS
INSTRUCTION

i

Specials!

"—"—

SALES

9CUBA

SCUBA DIVING
CAMPING
CAVING
CLIMBING
SKI TOURING
BAY SAILING

ME. W«er St.
(alley entrance)
03.3177

DIVING

COURSE HELD 8 -NOON Sundays beg ira Sept 30

MON "Wet Day

u

HAIRCUTS
(reg.$7)

$6

Rappelling fli Rock

Climbbing

weekend* Sept 19 a October
B«y Sailing on 38 ft Sloop

TUES & WED

\

PERMS
(reg. $30)

$25

CALL 433-8600
I.CT.T.»

r.r.».r.»..,».»>•.».rin»;»,n-vi«-

.-■

Oct 16-18 Learn to Sail

10 * off all biking gear

'\
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Harrison burg Haunts
The whensand wheres of wett
Bv
L0R1 BETH REVBUSH
T
*As James Madison University and
Harrisonburg have grown, so have the number
of local night spots. Whether you want to dance
or listen to rock n' roll, if you prefer jazz or
acoustic guitar, or if you want to get up and
perform yourself—you can do it all in
Harrisonbiirgs lounges, pubs, and restaurants.
Here is a comprehensive guide to the town's
nighttime entertainment.
^~-

ne

3iinnaaei
The Binnacle Lounge at 163 South Main Street
has a DJ spinning top 40 tunes every night
starting at 9 p.m.
Monday is happy hour all night. 75 cents will
buy draft beer and house wine, pitchers are $3
and house highballs go for $1.25. All other drinks
are 50 cents off the regular price. Tuesday night
is Ladies' Night, all women are given free admission and happy hour prices; the cover charge
for men is $1. Wednesday is Beach Night at the
Binnacle, featuring 75-cent draft beers after
happy hour
for a $1 cover charge. Beachwear is allowed, and encouraged < on other nights
the Binnacle has the strictest dress code in town,
not allowing "ragged" jeans or shorts). Thursday is a repeat of Tuesday—Ladies Night. On
Friday and Saturday there is a $2 cover charge
for everyone.
This lounge is open from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Monday through Friday

The newcomer to JMU nightlife is JM's Pub.
right across from the Main Street entrance to
campus
JM's has a happy hour from 3 to 6 p.m. with
General Hospital on a widescreen television. The
prices are 45 or 50 cents for draft beer, and
pitchers are $2.25 or $2 45. depending on the
brand The special is a Budweiser and bagel for
99 cents. Monday Night Sports is. of course, on

Across from the <
what used to be Fan
restaurant has a*
Wednesday. Frid

cArts GSl, People

Starting at 8 p.m.tfay }
Stage. Anyone can jr*311
an instrument, theP'des

Mondav and includes free popcorn. Pitchers of
Old Milwaukee are $1 75 at 8:30 p.m. and the
price goes up every half hour until 10 p.m. when
it holds at $2.50.

Located in the Court Square shopping center.
Turtles Ltd. Lounge moved in where The Eden

On Tuesday. JM's has a unique Ladies'
Night—men are asked to leave from 8:30 p.m. to
9 p.m. while the women drink 10-cent draft beer.
With a 50-cent cover and DJ. Wednesday is
Canadian Night. Molson is 50 cents and
Moosehead is 60 cents from 8:30 p.m. to 9 p.m..
Then both prices increase 35 cents until closing.

atmosphere. The music featured in the bar is
mellow rock and jazz, with occasional bluegrass.

A different band every Thursday night is the
basis for Band Night starting at 9 p.m. There is a
$1.50 cover charge and from 8:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
draft beer is 25 cents a glass. A roulette wheel is
spun for free beer on Casino Night on Fridays
Saturday is Special Events Night. Happy Heiny
Night comes every Sunday with 60-cent draft
Heineken starting at 8:30 p.m.
JM's is open from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. seven days
a week.

pa

moved out. It is small and has a comfortable

Bands or performers appear every Friday and
Saturday night.
. Happy hours on weekdays are from 4:30 p.m.
to 7 p.m. with 99-cent house highballs and 75-cent
draft beer: all other drinks are 50 cents off the
regular price. The Sunday Football Special is
from I p.m. to 7 p.m. and features draft beer for
.50 cents, pony Budweisers for 30 cents and house
highballs for 99 cents.
Turtles is open from 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Monday through Thursday. 4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday, and 6 p.m. to midnight on
Sunday.

One of the top clubs to hear good rock,
bluegrass. and rhythm and blues bands is the
Elbow Room, located at 121 South Main St.
On Tuesday it is Happy Hour from 8 p.m. to 2
a.m. with 15-cent drafts and $1 pitchers. Women
are admitted free on Wednesday for Ladies'
Night Thursday agam is happy hour, this time
from 9 p.m. to II p.m.
The 'Bow Room features live bands Tuesday
night through Saturday night: the cover charge
varies depending on the band. It is open from 10
a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through Saturday.

Ptiolo by Yo Na«aya

STUDENTS BRAVE the elements while waiting to get into JM's. one of the drinking spots in town.

un
Jo's has happy
half-price draft beejlSew
drinks for $1. From nil:
through Thursday, t pec
Men's Night, with m n8c
hour prices. Womet *nn
Tuesday, which is ght.
Easy Night: the co e is
are sold at happy h|» Tl
night to "Get Loost Mo<
two-for-one Mooseh
Jo's is open 11 a.r M
Friday, and 9 a.m. on!
Sundays.
The Elbow Roo
competition when it|
good tunes is The Ot
located at 29 South
It will be interestii
which club outs
other, since this is!
semester they won'
the same managenj
On Monday nigh
Hour from 3 p.m
with 30-cent draft
pitchers for $1.75.
Special Events
events such as 1
wrestling Happy
Tuesday night has
prices as Monday n|
from 8 p.m. to 9:3
beer drops to 1 pitchers to $1: th
cover charge. ,
Wednesday has
happy hour as McJ
band plays from
1:30 a.m. The p
with the band
tickets are avai
Sigma Nu frater
sday is Ladies'
women receive
mittance There
hand the price
varies
Friday night the|aje<
from 3 pm. to 7 | ^[
cents a glass and ncre
every half hour, pi it II
25 tents every hal itun
happy hour from m
The cover price v s ai
The Other Place Inda
hooked Their regi -fr0
a in

I
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There's more to do than drink

9
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' parking deck, in
"wicks, is Jo's. The
Jntertainment on
Saturday nights.

THE

0

A dance lounge that features Top 40 and rock
n" roll music. Scotland Yard has a live band
Thursday night through Saturday night.
Thursday night is student night with a cover
charge of $2.50 at the door But tickets may be
purchased Jrom the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, usually for SI. The cover on Friday
and Saturday nights varies between $3.50 and
$4.50. depending on the quality of the band.
Scotland Yard is open from 7:30 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. on Thursday and Friday. It is open from
8:00 p.m. to 11:45 p.m. on Saturday.

clean

By BBYAN POWELL
While most of James Madison University
probably prefers to spend its entertainment
dollar in this city's bars and clubs, there are a
number of alternatives which are not centered
around the music-and-alcohol bar scene.
There are several movie theaters in the
Harrisonburg area, the most prominent of
which is the Roth Theatre, which is located at
20 Rocco Drive, just off Route 11. This building
houses not one theater, but three. For a cost of
$3.50 for adults and $1.75 for children, the
viewing public can see the latest motion picture releases.
The Virginia Theatre, located downtown at
64 South Main St., is affiliated with the Roth
and has the same prices.
For those who prefer the convenience of
staying on campus, Grafton-Stovall Theatre
offers second-run films at lower prices ($1.25
with JMU ID.. $1.75 without).
There are two alternatives for those who like
to frequent drive-ins. The Roth Drlve-In on
Route 11 usually offers double features for a

price of $3.25 per person. The Harrisonburg
Drive-In also has double features and a $3.25
admission fee. Showtime for both drive-ins is
8:30.
While the drive-ins are sure to have their
share of physical activity, there are other
places to exercise as well. The Valley Lanes
offers both duckpin and tenpin bowling at the
following rates: .90 during the day. $1 for duckpin bowling at night, and $1.10 for tenpin
bowling at night. There is no open bowling
during the weekends.
Skatetown U.S.A., located off Route 11. is
open for roller skating at the following times:
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. and 7:30 to 10 on Saturdays
(with a "late skate" from 9:30 to midnight),
and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sundays. Specials are
offered on Tuesday nights. On Wednesday
nights all ladies are admitted free. Thursday
night is family night, on which the entire
family is admitted for $3.50. Admission on
Friday and Saturday is $2.25. and $2.50 on
Sunday. Skate rental in all cases is an additional .50 per person.

j
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the ated Happy Hour
7 ■ ieer starts at 15nd KToases a nickle
P' at $l and increase
Hal Iturday there is a
m Am with a band.
f v, s and Saturdays. ^>,ce inday if hands are
PfjV 'from ma m to2

THE ELBOW ROOM is one of Ilarrisonburg's oldest and most dependable bars for qualitv rock 'n' roll, rhythm and blues and bluegrass.

\ "

, .

Photo by Yo N»»«v«

Above. Jn|U band Arznova in recent 'Bow Room performance.

'
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GENE
WILDER

RICHARD
PRYOR
Together
Again in...
.me!

STIR
CRAZY
C '•MiGtwM**»>C'uHCSiMOvV*t9 *NC

September 3
&30 $1.00 WUU Ballroom

September 4 & 5
7:30 & 10:00
$1.25 w-ID $1.75 Guest
G-S Theater

—<_
■

THIS MOVIE IS TOTALLY
OUT OF CONTROL

Lisa Birnbach
presents
The Official
Preppy Program
September 9
8:00 pm
Friday September 4
Midnight
$1.25 w-ID $1.75 Guest
G-S Theater

G-S Theater
1.00

Discover The Best of
Europe
The Old Country
Busch Gardens
September 13
15.00 includes
Admission and Transportation
Bus leaves 8:00 am in front
of Godwin
Stop by UPB office and sign up!

mmmMmv

\KIP £MP(D
September 10 8.12 WTJTJ Ballroom
Tickets on sale UPB Office Mon-Fri 11-4
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MIDWAY MARKET
157 Warsaw Ave.
434-7948
Open Nitely till 12:midnight
Prices good thru Sunday
ABC Notice: New ABC Law - in state of Va. you must now be at least 19 yrs
old to purchase Beer to go . Please have ID ready as they will
be checked. Thanks.
Molson 2.99
Moosehead3.19
Budweiser Natural Light 6pk cans 2.09
Heineker light & dark 3.59
Old Mill 6pk cans 1.89
Michelob reg & light 2.59
Buschbtls. 1.99 "
Mickeys 1.89
Bull 12pks 3.9?
Lite 2.39
Miller 6pk cans 2.19
Black Label 1.49
Old Mill 1-4 Keg 15.95
Bud 1-4 Keg 20.49
Old Mill 1-2 Keg 25.95
Busch 1-2 Keg^8.95

^

Coke 646 btls. 1.79
M&Ms plain a plain 8B peanut 7.5 oz .99
Potato chips 3 lbs. 3.99
Pretzels 4 lbs 3.89

Cigarette carton 4.69
Pepsi 6-12 os oz cans 1.79
Potato chips 1 lb bag 1.79
Ice
io lb .99
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Interested
in working
for
The Breeze ?
Welcome back students !
Keep your summer tan at.,,
20visits $20 . h£, ■..-

Contact
Typist

Chris

>.

or

Martha ^

Artist

at

Reporter

Wine-Price

6127

Welcome Back Students
INTRODUCING

,■>'..'

vQ visits ^^r^V'-V^
single visit >;:Ml -r/;

*«

Sid,**,.

natural
cosmetics available to our
members at a 25 % discount

10 % discount to any JMU student
Court Square Village 51 Ct. Sq.
434-9469

CAMPUS
DELIVEV

\

%+•'■

O?

MICE
43 DUKES
EVERY DAY!

and all
you have
to do
is dial. .

THE DIAMOND STORE
ZALES
ZALES CREDIT INCLUDING ■■«**A{TWE-SAMI AS C ASH
MasterCard • VISA • American Exp« M • C art.- Wafuh.'/ Dim rs t lub
Illustration* i-nlargi'il

Deliveries
every 30
minutes6:00 PM
'til 1:00 AM

Pick up a copy of our NEW DELIVERY MENU. . .
and while you're at it, get a copy of our WEEKLY
SPECIALS POSTER. .. that way you'll know what's
happening at J.rvf.'s every night!

•

1981 Dukes reached new heights
Top 30 ranking

Babcock named

highlighted season

Xloach of the Year9

By Ml HARD AMACHER
What could have been a disastrous season for
James Madison University's baseball team
turned out to be one of its finest.
The Dukes, who were floundering at the end
of the regular season, rebounded tp claim their
second straight -Eastern College Athletic
Conference Southern Division title and a berth
to the NCAA Eastern Regional Tournament.
In addition. JMU was ranked 24th in the
nation by Collegiate Baseball magazine. It
marked the first time the Dukes, who compiled
a 41-18-1 record, had been included in the poll's
top 30.
JMU. Memphis State University (ranked
llth) and the University of South Carolina
(ranked 8th). which won the Eastern Region
crown, were the only Eastern teams to be
ranked.
"When teams in the East are ranked,
because the rankings are done in Tucson by
people who swear by West coast baseball and
Florida baseball. I think that is something to
be proud of." said coach Brad Babcock

"That's one of those honors, that Instead of
making out 22 trophies to give one to each
player on the team, they decided to give it to
the coach for being the coach of the year."—
Brad Babcock after being named "Eastern
Region Baseball Coach of the Year."

WHILE BEING RANKED in the top 30
meant a lot to Babcock. he said the real
highlight of the season was playing 60 games.
"We played more games than any of the
Carolina schools and Miami only played 62
games." he said.
"Any time we can play 60 games I think that
is a big recruiting gimmick and the fact that
you can be fairly consistent over a 60-game
schedule on a Division I level fairly well
solidifies it." Babcock said.
See TOP 30. page 24
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BRAD BABCOCK, left, was named Eastern Regional Coach of
the Year, and Joe Carleton set a JMU single season pitching
record with 10 wins including credit for three of four post-season
victories.

By RICHARD AMACHER
Coach Brad Babcock is an unselfish man.
maybe that is why the American Association of
College Baseball Coaches voted for him to
receive the award mentioned above.
Babcock is of course honored, but he shrugs
off the importance of being singled out by his
peers.
"I've never known a 'coach of the year' to
win an award for having a bad team." he
jokes. "I think it's strictly a team honor, but
somebody's got to accept it so I guess it had to
be me."
When confronted with the fact that he was
being honored and not the team, Babcock
avoided the question saying that the only way a
team can be honored is to win the College
World Series.
Maybe Babcock is being a little too modest
and deserves a pat on the back.
There were eight NCAA regions naming a
coach of the year, but James Madison
University's baseball team was not one of the
eight top teams in the nation.
Babcock concedes to this by simply saying
"You're right about that.
"I expect if I had a choice I'd rather have
been one of the eight teams in Omaha (participating in the World Series) than be coach of
See BABCOCK, page 23

JMU lacrosse hopes crushed by northern powers;
Duchesses finish year ranked eighth in country
By JEFF NUCKLES
Powerful northern competition felled the James
Madison University lacrosse
team's national ranking from
fifth to eighth at the AIAW
Division I Lacrosse Championships in May.
The Duchesses, the only
southern school to compete at
Penn State University, lost
three straight games.
JMU entered the tournament at a disadvantage,
since it had not scheduled
many northern schools coach
Dee McDonough said. "Their
style is entirely different
because they are allowed to
play so much more aggressive
and rough." she said.
JMU pitted its 13-3 regular
season record against the
combined 40-5 regular season
slate of Harvard University.
Penn State, and Rhode Island
University.
"Confidence played a major
factor, too." said McDonough
"This was the first time we
had to earn a spot and even
though they worked hard they
weren't sure they were really
good enough to compete."

Opening against fourthranked Harvard (18-0). JMU
trailed 6-1 at intermission
before losing 11-4.
The Duchesses fell behind 60 when top-scorer Cara
Eisenberg fired a shot home
near the end of the half. But a
bad ankle limited Eisenberg
to a single goal in each of the
games.
"Cara didn't have a good
tournament."
said
McDonough. "She passed the ball
well but she just didn't perform well under pressure."
Still. Eisenberg was the only
JMU representative on the
All-Championship squad.
HarvRgd's first-half attack
was paced by Franceses
DenHartog who scored three
goals in little over a minute.
The Duchesses' consolation
round was with top seeded
Penn State, who had been
upset by eventual winner and
eighth seeded University of
Maryland.
,
JMU led 2-1 on an Eisenberg
goal with 3:44 elapsed by
before Penn State scored the
next 13 goals en route to a 16-3
win.

mwmmwm#mtiWA

"As far as I'm concerned
they were still the best team,"
said
McDonough.
The
Duchesses were 18-8 victims

of Penn State in a regular
season meeting
Trailing Rhode Island 3-0.
JMU rallied to tie the game 3-3
at the half, only to lose 6-5 in

the final minutes. .
"We played our best game"
and should have won," said
McDonough. "I think we were
just tired and very drained."
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THREE STRAIGHT tournament losses dropped the Duchesses from fifth to eighth in final polls.
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ovement
despite veteran losses
Bv RICHARD AMACIIEH
On paper James Madison University s
football team might appear faced with a difficult road to improve over last season's 4-6
mark The reason—the absence of. 22 lettermen. including eight offensive starters apd
five from the defense '
A closer look reveals that the Dukes could
post a winning record in their second year at
Division I-AA level The reason—JMU does
have 34 lettermen returning, many who have
experience.
< '
Although this season's 11-game schedule is
one game longer than last year's, it is cornparable. The Dukes have rematches with five
opponents from last season.
Head coach Challace McMillin is not one to
give predictions, but he Is optimistic when
talking about this year's squad.
"I feel like we can be competitive in any
game we line up in and I feel like we can be a
better football team than we've ever been."
McMillin said.
While the most glaring void is the loss of
eight starters on offense, including the entire
backfield. McMillin seems quite comfortable
with this unit.
"I think we've got quality people in our backfield and we have potentially the best offensive
line as we've ever had." McMillin said.
The return of red-shirt sophomore quarterback Tom Bowles (6-2. 180) is essential for

the Dukes offense to be succesful. Bowles, who
is one of JMU's co-captains, started the final
eight games in 1979. but was sidelined for the
1980 season when he suffered a shoulder
separation in the second game
Sophomores Jerry Roadcap (5-11.M71) and
Randv Sticklev i6r». 195) are fighting it out for
the number two slot on the quarterback depth
chart.
JMU's ground attack will have a completely
new look Gone are tailback Butch Robinson,
who led the team in rushing the past three
years, and fullback D. J. Jones.
Replacing the duo are senior tailback Bryan
Moore (6-0. 185) and sophomore fullback Ron
Ziolkowski (6-1. 204). McMillin is confident of
the capabilities of both backs.
"We're going to be better at fullback than we
were," McMillin said. "At tailback we're going
to have more depth.
•Butch was a good runner and did a great
job for us. but the potential these guys have is
as good or greater and they're bigger and as
fast as Butch was."
On the receiving end JMU lacks depth, but
does have a top quality wide receiver in
sophomore split end Gary Clark (5-10. 160).
The speedv Clark, who clocked in at 4.5
seconds in the 40-yard dash, led the team in
receptions last year with 23.
See IMPROVEMENT, page 23

SENIOR LINEBACKER Clyde Hoy (number 64) will anchor the
Dukes' defense which lost five starters from last year's squad.

Football Preview
Program getting stronger

New faces to provide mainly depth this fall
By JEFF NUCKLES
Any coach, when asked about
building a solid team, will say a firm
foundation to build on is the most
important element.
This element inevitably comes from
the influx of freshman recruits into
the program.
But inexperience at the intercollegiate level and adjustment to
a new program usually keeps most
first-year players from stepping into
starting roles.
"Hopefully as we go through the
future we won't have as many freshmen to depend on." said James
Madison University's head football
coach Challace McMillin "It means
our program is getting stronger, but
we will have some freshmen playing
major roles before the year is over."
Faced with only nine returning
starters entering the second year of
Division I-AA competition, the Dukes
will look to this season's new faces
primarily to provide much needed
depth
The only real battle taking place in
preseason involving freshmen is at
the defensive guard position left
vacant by the departure of four-year
lettermen Dan Cullen and John
Kubesh.
Three first-year starters. Brian
Fink. Kenny Dalton and Mike Setser.
are providing plenty of incentive for
the veteran likes of Greg Dyer. John
Skelly and Joe Walker.
Fink (6-3. 215) led Bishop Carroll
High School last year with 70 tackles
and 60 assists, and was an honorable
mention All-State selection.
"Brian has good techniques and is
faster than any of the other freshmen
we have at that position." said JMU
defensive line coach George Nipe.

QUARTERBACK
TOM
Bowles
plunges into the endzone against

JMU's second-string defense in last
Saturday's intrasquad scrimmage.

"He is very aggressive and right now
is firmly a number two guard."
Leaving Drewry Maso. High School
as the Foothills District Defensive
Player of the Year. Dalton. with a
quick 6-foot-l. 230 pound frame, is
making
the
conversion
from
linebacker.
"Kenny is picking up very fast at
his new position and his pursuit in the
scrimmage was excellent." said Nipe.
Also making the switch from
linebacker. Setser (6-2. 238); boasts
credentials of being two-time AllLonesome Pine District and AllRegion D choice as a defensive
lineman while performing at Clint-.

wood High School..
Each of these newcomers may be
given an early chance to start if
improvement is not made on a
defensive line that was largely
responsible for giving up 18 touchdowns rushing and whose guards
recorded only four of a paltry 11 sacks
last season.
In a defensive secondary, described
by Coach McMillirfas simply 'young'.
Pete Smith and Tony. Thomas have
performed well in preseason.
"I don't see them right now as
starting.'' said McMillin. "They are
looking good at this point and will
provide us with good depth."

Smith (6-1, 170) sports awards that
include
second
team
AllPennsylvania selection as a defensive
back at Milton Hershey High School
last year. All-Capital Area Conference choice, and Defensive Player
of the Year in the Capital Area
Conference.
Slightly smaller at 5-foot-im. 170
pounds. Thomas, a three-year letterman at MartinsvilleHigh School, is
highly touted for his speed.
Still, with a fairly intact secondary
anchored by veterans Mike Thurman
and Robbie Hughes (who led a charge
of 11 interceptions by a defensive
backfield that was still burned on
several occasions), there aren't likely
to be any first year players roaming
around in the complex pass coverage.
On the offensive-side of the field,
tailback Robert Green (5-10.180) may
see a fair amount of action this year.
Currently suffering a broken
thumb. Green rushed for 3.315 yards
in three seasons at Warren County
High
School
and won
AllNorthwestern District honors for two
of those seasons.
Although a newcomer to the lineup.
Victor Job will be a junior this year.
The fi-foot-2. 193 pound receiver
should see plenty of time on the field,
particularly with the return of
quarterback Tom Bowles.
Job was the leading receiver for
Hudson Valley Comnjrunity College
last season and was'a second-team
All-Coastal Conference and AllAmerica pick.
As a few of the new faces that will
bt in JMU uniforms this fall, these
players along with their peers will
hopefully continue to provide a firm
base for the Dukes' young Division IAA program

\
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1981-82 Intramural schedule
SIGN UP:
Basketball
Tennis (Singles & Doubles
Golf
Horseshoes

September

October

Date

Rowling

January

Volleyball
Squash
Rasketball Free Throws

February

FUTURE
DATES
WILL

Skiing
Basketball (One-on-one)
Wrestling
1

BE
PUBLISHED

Softball
Weightlifting
Badminton (Singles. Doubles, and Mixed Doubles)

'

Appalachian State University ,

Away

Sept. 19

Austin Peay State University

Home

Sept. 26

Liberty Baptist College

Away

Oct. 3

University of Richmond

. Awav

Oct. 10

C,W. Post College

Home

Oct. 17

Furman University

Home

Oct. 24

Hampton Institute

Home

Oct. 24

College of William and Mary

Away

Nov. 7

Towson State University

Home

Nov. 14

Shippensburg State University

Away

Nov. 21

Fast Tennessee State University

Awav

occer this weekend
Compiled from staff reports
James Madison University's soccer team will host two
scrimmages this weekend.
The Dukes will meet Essex Community College
Friday at 3 p.m. ant! fourth-ranked American University
Sunday at 2 p.m Both games will be held on the grass
field just north of Long Baseball Field. There is no
charge for the scrimmages
JMU. which recently received votes in the pre-season
rankings of the top ten teams in the mid-Atlantic region
of the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America,
will open its 1981 season Sept. 15 at Virginia Military
Institute and will play its first home game Sept. 27
against the University of Maryland.
The Dukes will face six of the region's top ten Division
I teams this season. JMU has home contests scheduled
with defending Virginia Division I champion the College
of William and Mary, the University of Virginia and
Baltimore University. In addition, the Dukes will meet
Howard University. Navy and George Mason University
on the road

* Bibcock
participated in post-season
play in five of the last six
years.
But never in his career has
Babcock been singled out for
his accomplishments.
"It is something that I think
all coaches in the back of their
mind would like to receive."
Babcock said "It tells them
that all the stuff they do. not
necessarily the actual on-the:
field coaching, but the little
things they do to put a
baseball team on .the field

Location

Sept 12

Track and Field
Tennis (Singles and Mixed Doubles)
Basketball <Two-on-Two> Co. Rec.
Decathlon

(Continued from page 21)
In an unprecendented IIyear career at JMU. Babcock
has established the baseball
program as one of the finest in
the Southeast. He has compiled an overall record of 281122-1 ( 697) and has led JMU to
consecutive ECAC Southern
Tournament Championships
and NCAA regional tournament appearances. .
For the past six seasons the
Dukes have-won 30 or more
games, including a record 41
this year, and JMU has

Opponent

i5

Swimming and Diving
Racquet ball (Singles. Doufa

December

April

6 pm Godwin 344
12 pm Bulletin Board
12 pm Bulletin Board
12 pm Bulletin Board

Cross Country
Soccer
Table Tennis

November

March ^

Sept. 6
Sept. 10
Sept 17
Sept 24

The core to JMU's offense tively. Ted Hoyson (6-0, 220)
will be its line McMillin once and Mike Fornadel (6-4, 200)
again is most optimistic when should provide needed depth
speaking on this unit.
Junior Bryon Arnone (6-0
Returning veterans include 194) will start at left end,
junior tackles John Kent (6-3, while juniors Scott Jack (6-0,
254) and Vince Ficara (6-2
192) and Mike Arrington (5-11;
260 >.
205) will compete on the right
At the guard positions the side.
Dukes are two deep on both
JMU
sports
a~ solid
sides. FightirigTor a starting linebacking corps Senior coberth on the left are junior captain Clyde Hoy (6-0, 221)
Jim Visich (6-2, 245) and and junior Charlie Newman
sophomore Joe Wielki (6-2,
(6-1. 208) reclaim starting
259). Battling it out on the roles Hoy led the team in
right are senior Nick Paulett tackles last season (124. 45
(6-1. 255) and sophomore John unassisted) and Newman tied
Blackwell (5-11. 253).
for second (93. 35 unassisted).
Junior Mike Jones (6-1, 230)
The defensive secondary
won the starting center has both of its starting halfposition in the spring practice backs returning in senior
session. Sophomore Brad Robbie Hughes (5-8. 161) and
Smith (6-3. 235) will provide junior Mike Thurman (6-1,
depth behind him.
169) Hughes led the team in
Tight end is the only line interceptions last season with
position untested. Junior Jeff five: Thurman had four.
Wallin
(6-2.
218)
and
But the safety position is
sophomore Dave McKenna (6- vacant. Leading candidates
3, 200) are pursuing a starting for the position are juniors
role there.
Bruce Morton (5-9, 170) and
The Dukes have one major Jack Sherwood (6-0. 178)
goal for defense—to fill holes
One area that should carry
at both guard positions, a JMU this season is its outdefinite factor in JMU's wide standing kicking game. Senior
tackle six alignment.
field goal kicker Scott NorMcMillin has at his disposal wood (5-11. 202) rarely misses
several candidates, including from inside the 40-yard line
senior John Skelly (5-10, 210) and is highly reliable from
and sophomores Greg Dyer beyond that.
(6-2. 217). Dwayne Weikel (6Defensively, senior punter
3, 220) and Joe Walker (6-2, Greg Caldwell (6-1, 221) puts
227).
the opposition deep in its own
The rest of the defensive territory. Caldwell averaged a
line is well-manned. Juniors school-record 39 yards a punt
Jon Craver (6-3. 235) and Jeff last season.
Wilson (6-2. 220) will start at
The following is a schedule
right and left tackle respecof JMU's 1981 season

during the year don't go
totally unnoticed."
Ten JMU players have
signed professional baseball
contracts during Babcock's
tenure. Lorenzo Bundy is the
most recent. Bundy" signed
with the Texas Ranger's
organization this summer.
Former outfielder Billy
Sample, who resided with the
Babcock while in school, is
now playing for Texas* big
league club.
II
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•Top 30

(Continued from page >l >
The Dukes 41 wins last
season easily broke the
previous record of 32. but for a
while it did not appear that
JMU was headed toward such
a successful finish.
In the final two weeks of the
regularly scheduled season
the Dukes dropped four of*
seven games, including losses
to the University of Virginia
and Virginia Tech. <
"I think that we were in a
situation where had we not
gone on to the playoffs it
would have been one of the
worst years we'd had."
Rabrook said.
BECAUSE OF its record
JMU was unanimously voted
the topi seed in the ECAC
South tournament. But a
second round loss to Old
Dominion University pushed
the Dukes into the losers'
bracket. JMU battled back,
winning three straight including two victories over the
Monarchs in the championship round.
Pitching
keyed
the
comeback as junior Joe
Carleton won three of the four
Dukes' post-season victories
and set a new single season
record for most wins with 10.
"The thing that had been
questionable all year was
pitching and that was the one
aspect that won the tournament for us." Babcock
commented.
JMU entered play in the
Eastern Regionals just two
days after the ECAC playoffs
ended and it was routed 16-3
by Memphis State The Dukes

—
recovered to deleat Temple
University 10-2 the following
day, as Carleton turned in a
complete-game performance

Memphis
State
then
eliminated JMU from further
regional play with an 8-3 win
in the tournament's third

round.
Babcock. initially optimistic
about his team's chances.
admitted the first defeat by
Memphis State was a morale
crusher. "Melt like we could
win. but when you get blown

out that bad in the first game
it's hard to go back to the
motel room and say 'hey look
we can win this tournament.'"
he said.
The Dukes lost only two
players to graduation: first

baseman Lorenzo Rundy and
pitcher Pete Wojcicki.
Rundy became the 10th
JMU player to sign a
professional baseball contract
when he signed with the Texas
Rangers' organization this
summer

WELCOME JMU

THISBUDSF

YOU

LOOK FOR THE "BUD"
DISPLAYS IN YOUR
FAVORITE STORE
AND

Join Budweiser
in the fight against
Muscular Dystrophy
For your Party Kegs
call toll free
1-800-527-4014

EIIAND

Co..

INC.

90'VCKONA. VMMMM 24492

Budweiser. MPELOB. Jtyfo BUSCH. -NaSff^

Back To Campus
h Style
We have everything
need for campusfrom designer jeans
4 dressy corduroys
to active wear,
sweaters and
outerwear.
All in the colon
and styles that
please.

Visit our
Ladies Dept.
for the
latest in
fashion
Valley
Mall
Harris onburg, Va.

BELLS

Fashion Conscious?
Shop at Leggett
for the latest is fashion
news
'—**

Come see our selection o f
designer and brandname fashions
including Bill Blass - J.G.- Hook John Meyer - Liz Claiborne - Izod
LaCoste - Levi Strauss • Lee
and much much more.

Shop Leggett-Valley Mall
M on-Sat 10am-9pm
use your Leggett^Visa,
Mastercard

v.
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YOUR BODY
AT

THE BODY SHOP
ANTIFREEZE
ORGANICALLY GROWN
COLLAGE
TALLY HO
SWEATER BEE
DANSKK
SPLfT END

OCEAN PACIFIC
CAMPUS
WRANGLER
YOU BABES
TOMBOY
BITTERMAN

PARTS
LEVI
LEE
RUMBLE SEAT

WRANGLER CALVIN KLEIN
LADY LEVI
GUNNE SAX

CHIC
P.BJ.

SPECIAL- TUNE UP FOR FALL
WITH
LEVI STRAIGHT LEG CORDS-'13.»
^s

Tow Your Body To M % M,%>
Downtown on Court Square
Mechanics on Duty: Mon.-Wed. 10-530
Thurs.-Fri.
Sat. 10-5

10-9

Body Shop Annex
66 East Market
HAS

i

(x

SNORKEL GLASSES — POSTERS — BEADED CURTAINS
FISHNETS - INCENSE - WATER BEDS - HATS - T-SHIRTS
Open Daily WSpm MonSat
ft~

warn
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ft/fcEN ELKINS

^

C LU
CLUB/ROOM - DELICATESSEN

STATI »A«M

Locally

representing
INSURANCE

since 1967
Ensure When you Insure 828-3373

OAMtt
57W«UAft

SMCKIAft
rifht off Cewt *p«?

Imported Cheeses
Gourmet Items of all Nations
catering
Mon -Sat
Sun 10AM
b0 W. Water Harrisonburg
434-7647

Sandwiches (Eat In - Take Out)
Wine & Beer (On & Off)
' 8AM - 1AM
- 1AM
110 S. Jefferson Lexington
463-3338

GO FOR THE BREW
*
at
STOP IN on Port Republic Road
434-8805
OPEN 24 HOURS

Umn-n Trte*33-*W 43*-355*
All 16oz returnable drinks

Come See How
We've Changed

4-

Coke

New Tanning Sytem
More Tan in Lett Time with
Lett Redness and Less Dryness

1.69

$1.39 + deposit

Old Mil
Bud

7.99 a case
845 a case

Horizon Sure Tan

cure ran
■^Tanning Cinter

1106 Resevoir St. phone 434-1812
There is a Difference
pecial student rates will
not be given by telephone

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL CASE PRICES
checks food stamps coupons are always welcome

:

WELCOME BACK QUIZ!
1. Who is the newest Schwinn bicycle dealer in town?
2. Where do you find the best selection of of cycle jerseys?
Grand Sprint
3. Where do you take this ad for 10% off on accessories
o<^^ and clothing?*

£>

MARK'S
BIKE
SHOP
1094 S. College Avenue Harrisonburg VA
BICYCLES

ACCESSORIES

'e

MOPEDS

PEUGEOT
SCHWINN
ECLIPSE TOURING GEAR
MOTOBECANE
RALEIGH
MOSS TENTS
VESPA
MOTOBECANE' OPTIMUS CAMP STOVES
PEUGEOT
CYCLE KNITS & SERGAL CLOTHING
TREK

Worth Looking For

434-5151
Offer Good Thru September 30 1981

\■ r
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HARfilSONBUfiG
WHEEL & WOLF'S%HEAD
PARTS
MOTORR ^ OILS
434-4437
680 tforth Main St.

—STUDENTS—

With This Coupon Buy 4 Quarts of
Wolf's Head "Oil & Get The 5th
Quart FREE!

WELCOME

MANY OF WO
AUUfc&YKNOWWfc
NNK THE HIKST

J-MU

STUDLNTS
CORSAGES

U&OUTONNIERES
BOUaUETS
pMOUSEPLAHTS
fcPOTS- AND
PLANT SUPPLIES

JOX WMWKI WITH
JMU fcfX CMD

20* JT S,MAthf

'*#.>£<% &M iZ"S J V 34- 3/36

MJtofB LfiJW AMID (HSU I I
Introduction to Orienteering .- 2 credit hours
MSCI 102-PE 152 1000-1145 section 101 MWF
1400-1545 section 102 MWF A Block 1 course
This this course introduces the student to orienteering, a
challenging life time sport that requires both mental
physical individual effort in an outdoor environment.
it is designed to provide the student with the necessary
knowledge and skill to successfully participate in
organized orienteering events to the intermediate level,
maps compasses and textbooks are provided by the
department of military science, if you have questions call
433-6264
OR STOP BY MAURY HALL ROOM G3

ALL THE CHOICES YOU WANT

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
BIGGER, BETTER

SOUPN
SALAD
Garden fresh!
Garden good!
Two tasty, hot, homemade soups!
Thank you for coming to...

SH0NEY5

XUmtT^T

Located on 33 East-just before Valley Mall

:£
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Classifieds

by Garry Trudeau

Dooncibury

For Rent

mat urn CANT KTHAT! THAT REFUGE ISHOMEFORMfiNYEHNNSEFEP

DOESTHE

species, INCWCW6 WBROUNPBJCAH,
wsouneFNBfiwefloeArv THE

THIS?
I

/ UH00PIN3 CRANE!

5&C I KNOW,

FOR RENT: Refrigerator,
excellent condition. Perfect
for dorm rooms Call 433—
2366. (off—campus». $45.00

JKNOUI^J%

*7>ff0ty
H&6IVSN
THtMUNTHSEPTEMBER
T06ETOUT-

tT

For Sale
FOR SALE:Female Housing
Contract. Contact Wanda P.O.
33%.
or
call
434-3452.
DORM CONTRACT FOR
SALE: Please contact Joni
AS A.P. at 434-3958 or 433-2933
any weekday before 9 a.m. or
after 7 p.m.

rrsomfimismtmNscmmEi.
AsseowwoF THEMARYIANP
fiuogonsooeiY,tM9momirmK!N60FmwmiGtwrrsFES!6'

u*H
Kfi&STt

I HAVE NO CHOICE.
RmOFHAVlNG

ySmseeN cuw/swr&m

NATION IN OUR, NEXT

FOR SALE: Male Housing
Contract for fall 81 to spring 82
school year. Contact Craig at
434-6529.
FOR SALE: Single bed.
ovewrstuffed chair. $15 each.
Call Rodney at 434-7866.

Wanted
BABYSITTER
WANTED:
Mature babysitter for 5-yearold boy from 2:00 until 5:00.
Must be picked up from
Keister school each day. Must
have own transportation. 550
Maryland
Ave.
434-4768.

j

rtnw

AKfTTYOU

STEAMED

60IN61D
SUSP. DEAR*

TOSiSEP,
LACEY.

INAUMYVEARSOFCONSERmON
WORK, IRMTTHNCZfeBm
SEEN SWA RECKLESS AND \
ARR06ANTPU8UC SERVANT AS
THIS MAN MM\

IU TOL mONETHNB. EMMTSirTM IWt■efVmCHWE6PEATES7
WUWtRBV6ESySJBHNUHOW

wimxpfsmmuttHmiG-M
smmiom CONGRESS

BUT, SWEETEST,
*****
CONGRESSMAN.

you'u.BE
HEARING
FROM ME IN
mMCPNINS.

Service*
GRADUATES. JOB HUNTERS: Resumes and job
search letters prepared by
professional writer. Call 2694972.

Personals
FAST LADIES: If you missed
our organizational meeting,
talk to Coach Lynn Smith.
6527. Godwin 326. Fall practice for Women's Track and
Field team starting soon.
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Welcome
all freshman and transfers to
JMU and encourage all to Go
Greek.
DEBRIS: Welcome back!
Well see you SATURDAY.
SEPT. 5TH aVTHE OTHER
PLACE!!
THE VICIOUS TYPIST
POODER: Thanks .for a
wonderful
summer.
I'm
.looking forward to another
great semester with you. Lets
spend the next 26 together.
Love, Your Babes.
ZACKS HOUSE: Hey, the
party was terrific. We'll
return the favor soon. I hope
Sam's problems have worked
themselves out. Chug-a-what?
UNCLE B.
ANNIE: Welcome
Ready for another
insanity? The bird
things even wilder!
YOU!!

back!!!
year af
will help
I LOVE

BAGLAND: It is time to
redefine the

ndSffi MLSON1:'

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

Stars on Campus

I
&eeZ,WHATAf*IN!
THIS Re^STRATio^ UME

IS OOTRfrQeovSli WHVIS

LISTEN ,

DOrJ'T KNK3WlTHeR£!!

GOT TO LET 80 iKT&JtZ V. ,
THAT BASIC ACTIM<r>]ln\
CuKSSi

PRp^fcLY SOME BIMB(

IT TAWNGr SO LC>N<Sr?

tec

rSrH-fe.

by Pat Butters

Dr. Schlock

3
teas.
AMOTHe*.
ID «H

ROOM* 2*

V

R

L

jecnoN'.oft

»>HXOi icu'vej ,

TH*l*.

TO
H0U«»SH1WCIR

E«^,«.i«*.**<MM

Personals
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Doonesbury

BERNIE: The world of whips
and chains isdefinitly for you.
Need a partner? Call Uncle
Wally care of me...Pictures
made at no extra charge...The
Flasher

600PM0RN- ISLEPT
ING.PEAR
OREAD\ HEART! PIP FULLY!
YOUSIEEP

by Garry Trudeau
ALL I COULD THINK ABOUT UAS
UHATMI6HTHAPPEN TO THEWOOP
m CRANES IF MATT TVRNSTHE
MATAGCRPAREFU6B0VER1D

-neoemoPERs.

TM AFRAID ITS

2l*smETBST!UHY

QHYMBmNN6.PICK.WIE
MEUOTHER
PEFU6ESALS0
BBN6C0Nsa>ERBHORDIS-

UPOfTYOUUPON
JHEHU.KHTN0UI
HWUNC- '
MTHS
mm:

_
BCAUSE
tUERENOT
IN SESSION,

SOtSNTTHEREA
JANITOR OR'SOMEONE WHO COUP
ISTYOU^

QUINNCER SPENN: Looks
,like we had everybody going
(and coming) for a while. It '
was fun while you lasted, or so
they say... KNIP.
I ley Sizemorr Here's vour
dumb personal I know vou
have a secret code name but
it's Brrrtn a.m.-and I'm in no
condition to think of it.
Anyway, things here are still
confused, as the machines
keep breaking down.
Sure wish you were here,
kid Its not the same without
you I was really thinking
about you tonight when I was
sitting there working at your
old desk.
\
I have a few items to
discuss with you. so I'll be in
touch. Take good pare of
yourself. Jeff G.
FOR THE
THE SKY
- Don't be
work up
skunker. I
vou know
WALRIS

YES.THISIS
ptxr.rpuKS
70 SPEAK urm

mmuouLP
THIS BE

7HESECREJARX

C0NCBWIN6,
SIR*

f

THBEmam- SECRETARYISNT
TONOf-OUR AMLALUWSPEAK
UHUXJFE
*>ENVNONM0(IAL
PEWBeS.
EXTREMISTS.

OTHER HALF OF
mad that I have to
here so much,
love this job. and
I love vou! THE
jLfp

SECRETARY? RIHATIS
fT.MISS
PEMPSEY*

HEY
KKEKZERS:
Its
another of those nights that
turned into morning. I have a
feeling it's going to be one ....

Sffi,Y0tr\eBEm6EWN6(AUS
ALL MORNING FROM AN KATE
0KD WATCHER. HESUPSET utjar
A30UT THE PROPOSB? TRANS- #£?
CFEROFTHE
^
MATASORPA
\
PEFU6E.

of a year.

All r lassifii.-d ads should be brought to
The Qrteit office In the basement of
Wine Price- with payment enclosed and
issue dales specified, no later than 7
p m Monday fortThursday's issue, and
•»• later than? p m Friday for Mondays
'ssue Rates are *.\ on for n yi words,
$1 '5 for 51 'S words and * OS for each
additional word above JJ words

ffvJ^

T //

For People Who Love
Simple Living
\± .,
Baskets >
• ******
Pottery
Country Crafts
Wood & Wicker Furniture
-

HE CLAIMS ft COULD
SOMHAT?
LEAP V THE EXTINC- UElL STILL
WNOFPOURDIFmtr HAHSRULER! SPEOES OF NORM UONS OF
ui^^AHERtCAN PI6E0N5! I
-Ls?a BK?S- RXOVER'EM
WTS"
INTHEPARKiStJ
NSIOTALL^
-f\$K
THE TIME!

• Lofts •

10% off with ID

Court Square Village
433-1664

LJfc_

Intercollegiate Forensics
■"■f" Debate Team ^—
— Individual Events Team—
Opening Meeting M
Warren Campus Center
Meeting Room A
Tuesday September 8 at 7 pm
free refreshments f
prior experience not necessary

fa

Obvt Pmnc/i

Unusual HAND/CRAFTS at
reasonable prices,
Self-help crafts from 40 countries.
Local arttweaving and crafts.
Wall hangings gifts jewelry rugs
baskets India spreads unique
clothing. Downtown Harrisonburg
Court Square Village

■"C:*

434-1172
\

•
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Viewpoints-

..v

Poor policy

Health surveys
The Optimal Health Inventory, an option to a mandatory thirdyear physical examination (tee story, page I >. is a disheartening
welcome back to school. It does not accomplish its goal and raises
questions about the true power of the Student Government
Association.
Until last year, juniors were required to submit a /physical
examination to the Health Center. Last year some rising juniors
were not notified of the policy and 800 registration packets were
withheld at the start of spring semester.
Former SGA President Chuck Cunningham counted the repeal
of that policy as a success of his term. He felt that physicals were
a financial burden on students.
Cunningham's success may have been sweet but it was short.
Juniors now are required to submit a physical or to pay $10 to
answer several hundred questions on their health. They will not

New
past

policy

ignore*

SGA eHortB
/

be allowed to register next semester if they do not participate in
one of the "options". SGA President Lynn Tipton agrees with the
administration's action. Cunningham's repeal has been repealed.
If the Health Center is so adamant about having a health record
for every student, why was last year's change made? The administrative about-face wastes Cunningham's efforts.
The purpose of the new inventory policy is to save students
money and time. The $10 fee does cost less than a physical
examination, but answering several hundred questions saves no
time.
Abolishing physicals for everyone except first-year students
and athletes would really save students time and money. But
sinc«rthe administration no longer finds this acceptable, at least
the fee could be reduced or abolished. A hundred or so questions
could be removed from the survey as well.
And Tipton should remember this administrative about-face
throughout her term of office.

-~

Athletes deserve benefits
By SYLVIA MALL
Some people feel too much money is being
spent on athletics and that the amount of time
dedicated to sports is detrimental to athletes'
academic performances, according to an
article in The Breeze at the end of spring
semester.
I feel this is a misconception. As stated in
the article, James Madison University's
athletic budget is "probably in the bottom
third or lower" of Division I schools. In fact,
only four percent of the 1980-81 budget was
1
spent on athletics.
Considering that the money used to finance
sports comes from student fees and gate
receipts, the budget should include adequate *
increases to compensate for the rising rate of
student participation in sports. The intramurals program alone has a 50 percent
student participation rate. This reflects the ■
desires of students, and since it is for the most
part students' money, the University has a
responsibility to adequately fund sports
programs.
» :
Not allowing increases in the sports budget
would penalize - student athletes. Athletes
would be spending equal amounts of time in
less effective athletic programs. Also, not
allowing increases in the budget would not
drastically affect the more expensive sports
like football and basketball, but instead would'
hurt the smaller, less profitable programs.
This would be a setback for an institution
whose most recent emphasis has been on
expansion and development.
Increasing edxpenditures on athletics at
JMU has resulted not only in an increase in the
success of various sports programs, but has
also benefited the university as a whole. A
prime example is the national recognition
JMU received from the 1981 basketball team's
success, not to mention the $90,000 gained
through participation ' in the NCAA tour-

nament. The more recognition JMU receives,
the better its reputation—which will benefit
everyone associated with the school.
As far as the concern over how much time is
spent on athletics, the time spent working by
some students with on campus jobs equals or
exceeds the time athletes spend in a sport.
Upper-level dining hall employees have been
known to work as many as 40 hours per week,
yet no one is overly concerned about their
grades or how much of their studying time is
spent working.
Head residents and resident advisors are
constantly called upon by dorm residents even
when they are not on duty. Athletes are not
expected to dedicate this type of 24-hour
participation to their sports, leaving them with
greater opportunity to study—yet it is the
athletes who are stereotyped as brainless.
The article also stated that too much emphasis is placed on scholarships. This is ironic
considering that the majority of athletes in the
sports program are not receiving any type of
scholarship. But the scholarships that are
awarded are justified for several reasons.
Scholarships allow students, who otherwise
would not able to receive an education, to
attend school on the basis of their talent, as
well as their need. Scholarships also give
athletes an incentive to achieve higher grades.
If an athlete is faced with the reality that to
hold on to his scholarship he must maintain
certain academic and athletic standards, he is
more likely to study.
The article about the sports budget was
based on a few biased opinions. The benefits
the university receives through its sports
programs far outweigh any so-called
"benefits'.' skeptics feel athletes undeservingly
receive. The financial cost of increasing the
sports budget would be incomparable to the
losses the university would suffer by not increasing it.
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Students welcomed
by SGA president
By LYNN TIPTON, SGA
PRESIDENT
The Student Government
Association welcomes new
and returning students back to
campus with hopes for a
rewarding semester. Our first
project for the year is the
Used Book Sale, starting
Monday. Aug 31. and running
through Sept 11. The first
three
days
(Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday) will be
the days for turning books in
on the mezzanine. Thursday.
Friday
and ' Saturday,
students may purchase books.
Starting Monday Sept. 7th.
students may pick up money
and-or books. The hours of
operation for all book sale
activities are 10-5. Pat
O'Donoghue is chairman of
the sale. Students are needed
to work the sale - it can only be
as successful as the students
who participate! Please sign
up to work in the SGA office,
or with Pat.
Senate elections will be
Sept. 15. and all students are
encouraged
to
run.
Declaration forms may be
picked up in the SGA office
from Brian Skala. Legislative
Vice-President. Also, students
interested in serving on
University Committees and
Commissions should leave
their names with Jenny Bond.

THE BREEZE Wants You!
THE BREEZE needs editorial writers for
the Viewpoint page.
Open to all majors
No experience necessary
Can receive comm credit

Administrative VicePresident. These names will
be sent to the Administration.
We are given a great opportunity to voice our opinions
on these committees, and it is
important to have the student
interest represented.
There are many projects the
SGA will be involved in this
year; and we are always
looking for new ideas. Our
main goal is to serve the
students, and to encourage
student
involvement
on
campus, and in the community surrounding JMU.
Please stop by the office if
you. as students, have any
concerns, and take advantage
of the variety of activities
offered to you.

READERS FORUM
is an opportunity for the
students, faculty and staff
of James Madison University
to express their views.
Letters should be typed, double spaced
and must include author's name, address
and telephone number.
Direct questions to
Chris or Martha at 433-6127
The Breeze
Wine-Price

Fall trends in fashion revealed for JMU
Calvin Klein eat your heart out

By SYLVIA MALL
The time of year when famous designers
reveal their fail lines is here. Fashion consultants advise their clients on the newest
Paris. London, and New York fashions. This
year James Madison University shows
promise of maintaining its positions at the top
of the fashion world.
While Calvin Klein creates his newest
designs for Brooke Shields. Harrisonburg's
Army and Navy store is doing its best for the
students of JMU and based on the amount of
weight some of the girls on this campus have
put on. nothing . and I mean ABSOLUTELY
nothing, could come between them and their A
AN's.
Here are a few tips on what the fashion
etiquette around campus will most likely be. Of
course, you must realize these are only a few of
many wardrobe and accessory ideas.
To begin with, it is important to know what
should be worn to class since students will be
attending class for at least the first week of
school. Girls will be modeling revealing
sundresses that accent quickly fading tans and
bare the shoulders and legs. However, for
those of us who put on a few extra pounds over
the summer a simple tent dress will suffice.

Men will, as usual, be wearing jeans and Tshirts along with Nike :sneakers.. I must emphasize that it is considered gauche to wear
sparkling white Nike's so the fashion conscious
consumer should do his best to make the shoes
look lived in. One trip to a beer-swill-and-spill
fraternity party should do the trick.
After the first week of class, the fashions
worn by those who still make it to class will be
whatever is clean—or maybe I should say
cleanest. The trend usually is that towards
mid-semester men start dressing in smart
slacks and dress shirts, not because of a
sudden desire to be fashionable, just due to a
lack of anything else to wear.
The most popular apparel for D-hali. and
certainly my favorite, is for both men and
women a sweat suit. Accessories include cute
little hair ribbons for women, bandanas worn
in a modified Aunt Jemima style for men. and
fly swatters for all.
The partying fashion is based on washability
of the fabric since we all know how those fun
fraternity parties end up. Ojien toed shoes are
a definite no-no. The average hung-over
fraternity brother fails to wash between his
toes causing a build up of crusty residue which
can cause fainting spells in freshmen who are
not yet immune to the smell.
Women frequenting fraternity parties are
advised to wear non-revealing clothes that
prove extremely difficult to remove in a
crowd. Those who insist on wearing risque
outfits are advised to glue all clothing on. The
accessories for such an outfit should include a
whip and a chair.
Judging by the large amount of freshmen
students sporting clothes with the original
creases still intact, these fashion tips are
proba bly too la te for who were forced to rely on
their own judgement (as well as mom's) in
making campus wardrobe purchasses
However. I do have one last word of advice... please remove all tags before wearin
')
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New Faces

New Places

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY gre. i* lie fall 1*81 semester
with many new additions on campus. Inere is construction for
new buildings and the arrival of new students. (Left to right)
Workmen continue the construction on the addition of the
Madison Memorial Library, while a freshman checks-in at the
Hillside dormitory. New arrivals. Veronica Thachton and Sharon
Sylvia, begin the tedious job of moving in to their new dorm.
Construction of th\new Convocation Center across Interstate-8l
proceeds as usual. Meanwhile, a group of students take a break on
the lawn to meet each other.
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